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Le Origini Del Capitalismo
His findings contribute in an important way to the ongoing scholarly assessment
of Venice's place in the economy of the Renaissance and the Mediterranean
world.
The interrelations between accounting and food have been hitherto neglected at
an international level. This regret is particularly meaningful with regards to Italy,
where 'Food', besides being a physiological need to satisfy, is one of the main
pillars of the 'Made in Italy' Industry, and the so-called Italian life-style, which has
become a part of the popular culture. Accounting and Food seeks to explore the
accounting, business and financial history of some of the most prestigious Italian
food producers. Moreover, given that "Food" has been at the center of production
and trade throughout the history of mankind, food production and commerce will
be investigated from the critical angles of accounting, accountants and
merchants. Relatedly, the interconnected history of the Food fairs and
expositions of the major Italian trade centers will be also unveiled. Accounting
and Food examines the role of accounting, accountants and merchants in food
production and international trade (e.g., grain, wine, etc...) as well as considering
the history of food producers, paying particular attention to the role played by
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women entrepreneurs over time. Finally the book explores the interrelations of
accounting, food and state, local authorities and social institutions, in particular in
so far these latter institutions were involved in the Political economy, regulation,
allocation and distribution of food to populations and societies. Accounting and
Food will be of particular interest to researches and scholars in the field of
accounting history but also to those working in the areas of regional
development, regional economics, food and sociology and other related
disciplines.
By examining in detail the material life of pre-industrial peoples around the world,
Fernand Braudel significantly changed the way historians view their subject.
Originally published in the early 1980s, Civilization traces the social and
economic history of the world from the Middle Ages to the Industrial Revolution,
although his primary focus is Europe. Braudel skims over politics, wars, etc., in
favor of examining life at the grass roots: food, drink, clothing, housing, town
markets, money, credit, technology, the growth of towns and cities, and more.
Volume I describes food and drink, dress and housing, demography and family
structure, energy and technology, money and credit, and the growth of towns.
This collection of essays aims to form a focused, original and constructive
approach to examining the question of convergence and divergence in Europe.
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The most passionate advocates of Italy's unification in the nineteenth century
possessed an almost limitless faith in the benefits of civic association. They also
shared a common concern: once Italian unification was achieved and various
freedoms were established, would ordinary Italians naturally become responsible,
progressive citizens – especially after centuries of foreign rule, regional division,
and economic decline? Most unification advocates doubted that their fellow
citizens could form a modern, progressive civil society on their own, or that a
vibrant association life would develop from the ground up. Building a Civil Society
is the first book-length English-language study of associational life in nineteenthcentury Italy. Drawing on extensive research in published and unpublished
documents – including associational records, newspapers, periodicals,
government documents, guidebooks, exhibition catalogues, memoirs, and private
letters – Steven C. Soper provides a complex account of Italian liberalism during
Europe's age of association. His study also raises important questions about the
role that associations play in emerging democracies.
Hitherto, the organization of international business has been studied mostly from a
managerial point of view or by examining the relationship between firms and the
economy. Yet, the development of the modern, multinational firm - the most important
type of business organisation - has been strongly influenced by the conflicts that
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bedeviled the twentieth century. The volatile macroeconomic and political environments
experienced by international business point to how important it is to study political risk.
Consequently, Multinational Enterprise, Political Risk and Organisational Change: From
Total War to Cold War breaks new ground: it argues that non-market elements and
historical context are key to understanding the way international business has been
organised. This edited volume offers an historical approach to analysing how
multinational enterprise has developed over time and around the world, through a
series of well-crafted chapters, on important topics in international economic and
business history, written by authorities in their respective fields of study and research.
The study is based on the underlying premise that the coming of the two World Wars,
the devastating and long-term consequences of such total wars, and the ideological
challenge of the Cold War acted as a pivot points in shaping the nature and character
of multinational firms. By examining such phenomena, this study offers insights to
anyone who has an interest in business, economic or political history, management and
business studies, or international relations.
Le origini del capitalismoLe origini del capitalismo modernoLe origini del capitalismoIBL
Libri
Come e quando siano nati il capitalismo e il suo spirito è una domanda che Sombart si
è posto spesso. Forse è proprio la questione delle origini del capitalismo ad aver
consegnato questo Autore alla storia e alla critica. Il merito che gli si riconosce, come
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noto, è quello di aver colto le determinanti antropologiche, sociali, culturali e religiose, e
non soltanto materiali, di un fenomeno principalmente economico, quale è il capitalismo
appunto. Ma c'è un'opera, oggi anche in italiano, Guerra e capitalismo, in cui Sombart
supera persino il suo pensiero più tradizionale e a queste chiavi di lettura del
capitalismo ne aggiunge un'altra (estremamente originale e a tutt'oggi scarsamente
conosciuta): il militarismo. Forse è persino più corretto affermare che questa chiave di
lettura non si aggiunga alle altre, ma le anticipi, spesso intrecciandosi con esse e in
ogni caso spiegandole. Tanto i motivi individuali, l'uomo borghese e l'anima europea
(quali determinanti antropologiche), quanto la mentalità e lo spirito economico (le
determinanti culturali), quanto ancora la produzione, l'organizzazione e la tecnica (le
determinanti socio-economiche), o il puritanesimo e l'ebraismo (e cioè le determinanti
religiose), a cui Sombart ha attribuito in altre opere lo status di fonti del capitalismo e
del suo spirito, oltre alle rendite agrarie (secondo lui più centrali delle attività
commerciali per l'accumulazione originaria del capitale), sembrano trovare nel
militarismo un fortissimo alleato e una possibilità unica di enucleazione e di
completamento.
This study looks at entrepreneurial history from three angles: Entrepreneurial
Typologies; Business Leaders; and Culture vs Institutions. The previous scarcity of
material makes this collection of eight papers an invaluable resource and should
encourage further analysis.
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The economic crisis of 2007/2008 has prompted much debate as to what caused it and
what remedies may be implemented in order to regain a healthy economy. This book
addresses these issues through the lens of capitalism with a focus on labour
economics, arguing that capitalism, and the employment of young people and migrants,
may be a suitable antidote to the ongoing political crises in Europe that are taking place
as a result of the financial crisis. Using economic history and the history of economic
thought to inform debate, Is Capitalism Still Progressive?: A Historical Approach will be
of interest to policy makers (especially in emerging countries), students and
researchers interested in exploring the pros and cons, and persistence, of the capitalist
system.
Marx claims that unselfishness is a child of (workplace) culture, whereas the gene is
selfish. If Marx is right then the prerequisite for overthrowing capitalism is a system
which both leverages selfishness and creates solidarity between workers. This book
illustrates and discusses the major points of the economic theory of producer
cooperatives, its evolution since the 1950s, and links with Marxian theory. Labour
Managed Firms and Post-Capitalism, most importantly, demonstrates that a system of
producer cooperatives offers a wealth of advantages compared to capitalism. There is
general agreement that the main benefit of this form of economic democracy is that
people who are allowed to freely pursue their interests are happier than those acting on
somebody else’s instruction. The author argues that a system of democratic firms
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would eradicate classical (high-wage) unemployment and scale down both Keynesian
and structural unemployment levels. He also shows that a system of producer
cooperatives literally reverses the capital-labour relationship typical of capitalism and
that its establishment can consequently be looked upon as a revolution. This volume is
of great interest to academics, lecturers and researchers with an interest in Marxism,
political economy and industrial economics, as well as economic theory and philosophy.
Throughout human history luxury textiles have been used as a marker of importance,
power and distinction. Yet, as the essays in this collection make clear, the term
‘luxury’ is one that can be fraught with difficulties for historians. Focusing upon the
consumption, commercialisation and production of luxury textiles in Italy and the Low
Countries during the late medieval and early modern period, this volume offers a
fascinating exploration of the varied and subtle ways that luxury could be interpreted
and understood in the past. Beginning with the consumption of luxury textiles, it takes
the reader on a journey back from the market place, to the commercialisation of rich
fabrics by an international network of traders, before arriving at the workshop to explore
the Italian and Burgundian world of production of damasks, silks and tapestries. The
first part of the volume deals with the consumption of luxury textiles, through an
investigation of courtly purchases, as well as urban and clerical markets, before the
chapters in part two move on to explore the commercialisation of luxury textiles by
merchants who facilitated their trade from the cities of Lucca, Florence and Venice. The
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third part then focusses upon manufacture, encouraging consideration of the concept of
luxury during this period through the Italian silk industry and the production of highquality woollens in the Low Countries. Graeme Small draws the various themes of the
volume together in a conclusion that suggests profitable future avenues of research into
this important subject.
A classic of political economy that traces the influence of religious thought on capitalism
In one of the true classics of twentieth-century political economy, R. H. Tawney
investigates the way religion has moulded social and economic practice. He tracks the
influence of religious thought on capitalist economy and ideology since the Middle
Ages, shedding light on the question of why Christianity continues to exert a unique role
in the marketplace. The book offers an incisive analysis of the morals and mores of
contemporary Western culture. In tough, muscular, richly varied prose, Tawney tells an
absorbing and meaningful story. Today, the dividing line between the spheres of
religion and the secular is shifting, and Religion and the Rise of Capitalism is more
pertinent than ever.
Dante’s Latin treatise Monarchia inscribes itself within the long medieval conflict
between Pope and Emperor and the debate that opposed the theorists of theocracy to
the supporters of the empire. The Monarchia, traditionally assumed to be a subversive
work as its tormented reception testifies – it remained listed in the Index of Prohibited
Books from 1559 to the end of the 19th century – results from the strong connection
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Dante emphasized between politics and ethics. The bene esse of human beings is the
crucial issue that the treatise discusses since its very beginning. More than focusing on
power and sovereignty, the Monarchia aims to demonstrate that the government of a
single universal ruler guarantees the achievement of the natural goal of human life. The
central role assigned to the Emperor discloses, in fact, the importance the poet gives to
earthly happiness and to the temporal dimension of humanitas. The essays in this
volume are the result of the first International Symposium of the Global Dante Project of
New York, a scholarly initiative committed to the systematic study of the whole of
Dante’s opus. Held in 2015 and devoted to the Monarchia, this inaugural event saw the
participation of scholars from Europe and the USA who investigated Dante’s political
treatise addressing diverse issues and from multiple and innovative methodological
perspectives. The fertile discussion generated on that occasion and the insights it
produced animate this book.
There is little question today that processes of globalization affect national and local
economies, governance processes, and conditions for economic competitiveness in the
major urban regions of the world. In most liberal-democratic countries, these processes
are occurring according to a rationale which attempts to combine strategies of statesupported development with increasing local-regional governmental decentralization
and autonomy. Against this background, the issue of metropolitan development is being
redefined worldwide, along with its institutional frameworks, modes of governance,
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policy instruments, and spatial planning strategies. The overarching assumption of this
volume is that ‘metropolitan space’, far from being consolidated as a policy object, is
currently being redefined and in some instances ‘constructed’ and contested as a
scale, through a variety of policy practices related to spatial-economic development
objectives. Through case studies drawn from across four continents, the authors reveal
a range of interesting cross-national commonalities concerning the power that state
actors, situated at various spatial scales, exert as agents in these processes. This
volume interrogates key research issues raised by these developments, and is intended
as a contribution to the establishment of a globally comparative analysis of the
construction of metropolitan spaces and scales under conditions of globalization and
neoliberalization.
Ilaria Favretto presents a detailed study which traces the origins of the Third Way by
comparing the European Left's contemporary neo-revisionism with past revisionist attempts.
Focussing its analysis on the British Labour Party and the Italian Left, The Long Search for a
Third Way provides new interpretations and insights into the histories of both parties. The book
is accessible not only to students and scholars, but also to the general reader interested in
contemporary European politics.
Major new study of secular-religious boundaries and the role of the clergy in the administration
of Italy's late medieval city-states.
The Red Brigades were a far-left terrorist group in Italy formed in 1970 and active all through
the 1980s. Infamous around the world for a campaign of assassinations, kidnappings, and
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bank robberies intended as a "concentrated strike against the heart of the State," the Red
Brigades’ most notorious crime was the kidnapping and murder of Italy’s former prime
minister Aldo Moro in 1978. In the late 1990s, a new group of violent anticapitalist terrorists
revived the name Red Brigades and killed a number of professors and government officials.
Like their German counterparts in the Baader-Meinhof Group and today’s violent political and
religious extremists, the Red Brigades and their actions raise a host of questions about the
motivations, ideologies, and mind-sets of people who commit horrific acts of violence in the
name of a utopia. In the first English edition of a book that has won critical acclaim and major
prizes in Italy, Alessandro Orsini contends that the dominant logic of the Red Brigades was
essentially eschatological, focused on purifying a corrupt world through violence. Only through
revolutionary terror, Brigadists believed, could humanity be saved from the putrefying effects of
capitalism and imperialism. Through a careful study of all existing documentation produced by
the Red Brigades and of all existing scholarship on the Red Brigades, Orsini reconstructs a
worldview that can be as seductive as it is horrifying. Orsini has devised a micro-sociological
theory that allows him to reconstruct the group dynamics leading to political homicide in
extreme-left and neonazi terrorist groups. This "subversive-revolutionary feedback theory"
states that the willingness to mete out and suffer death depends, in the last analysis, on how
far the terrorist has been incorporated into the revolutionary sect. Orsini makes clear that this
political-religious concept of historical development is central to understanding all such selfstyled "purifiers of the world." From Thomas Müntzer’s theocratic dream to Pol Pot’s
Cambodian revolution, all the violent "purifiers" of the world have a clear goal: to build a perfect
society in which there will no longer be any sin and unhappiness and in which no opposition
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can be allowed to upset the universal harmony. Orsini’s book reconstructs the origins and
evolution of a revolutionary tradition brought into our own times by the Red Brigades.
Perché l’Occidente è diventato ricco? Perché il capitalismo è nato in Europa? Perché la
rivoluzione industriale è avvenuta in Inghilterra e non altrove? Sono questioni ormai
“classiche”, sulle quali si sono esercitati pensatori del rilievo di Karl Marx e Max Weber e, più
di recente, intere generazioni di storici dell’economia. Nel 1971, Jean Baechler avanzava una
tesi originale, destinata a influenzare profondamente gli studi successivi: è soprattutto per
ragioni “politiche” se il capitalismo è nato in Europa. Le sue radici vanno ricercate nel
pluralismo della società feudale: nel fatto, cioè, che un’area culturalmente omogenea non
diede origine a un solo Impero, ma al contrario divenne un mosaico di unità politiche differenti
e impegnate a limitare le une le pretese delle altre. È stata, di conseguenza, una politica “a
bassa intensità” che ha consentito la fioritura dei commerci, lo sviluppo delle imprese, le
sperimentazioni scientifiche e organizzative e, infine, quella “crescita economica moderna”
che è coincisa con un miglioramento delle condizioni di vita senza precedenti nella storia
dell’umanità. Negli ultimi vent’anni l’importanza del pluralismo politico per l’emergere del
capitalismo è diventata moneta corrente. Ma è in questo testo, frutto di un dialogo serrato con
Marx, che trova la sua prima, geniale formulazione. «Le origini del capitalismo – scrivono Luigi
Marco Bassani e Alberto Mingardi nella loro Prefazione – è un piccolo gioiello della storiografia
europea».
Who was Max Weber? How did he live? What were his dreams, desires and designs? What
relationship existed between his life, his illness and his work? Why are his studies of capitalism
and China still so important today? This book throws light on a problem-riddled Weber, a man
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lacerated by tragic contradictions, a great intellectual, nationalistic yet cosmopolitan. This
investigation of his private life reveals a tender, impassioned man, who, at a time of
overwhelming conflict, sought true life in love. Whether Confucianism impeded the birth of
modern capitalism in China remains a controversial issue. Equally problematic is the theory of
the Calvinistic origins of European capitalism. Weber, however, answers both questions in an
original manner, while also providing a lesson in methodology which remains unparalleled to
date. A century after his death, Max Weber remains a controversial figure of the political and
social sciences.

Contains essays by historians of economic and financial history. It illuminates the
relationships between government indebtedness and the development of
financial markets in Europe from the late Middle Ages to the late twentieth
century.
Agli occhi di molti, il crollo dell'Unione Sovietica aveva dimostrato chiaramente la
superiorità del sistema capitalista sulle alternative. Trascorsi tre decenni, gli
attacchi all'economia di mercato non si sono però affatto placati, anzi hanno
ripreso slancio, soprattutto dopo la crisi finanziaria del 2008. È necessario un
maggiore intervento pubblico? È l'economia di mercato la vera responsabile dei
nostri problemi? Rainer Zitelmann effettua una ricognizione della storia recente di
cinque continenti, con l'obiettivo di cercare regolarità e trarre lezioni dalla storia
economica. È proprio l'esperienza che dovrebbe indurci a guardare con speranza
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agli aspetti del sistema capitalistico che attecchiscono e sopravvivono in diversi
contesti. La Cina dei tempi di Mao non è nemmeno lontana parente della Cina di
oggi: il merito di questa sua crescita risiede proprio nell'avere adottato, poco per
volta, molti elementi di un'economia di mercato. Paragonando la Germania Est e
la Germania Ovest, le due Coree oppure il liberista Cile e il socialista Venezuela,
Zitelmann fornisce un quadro d'insieme per capire quanta libertà economica c'è
nel mondo e quali sono i suoi effetti.
In eleven incisive, biting essays, Marxist philosopher Darko Suvin suggests that
"capitalism (and all of us in Leviathan's belly) stands today in the presence of
Yeats's rough beast advancing toward Bethlehem, that finance capitalism is not
simply a stage but a recurrent 'Autumn' signal of transition from one world regime
of accumulation and domination to another; it signals the destruction of the old
regime and creation of a 'new' one." And to bolster his argument, Suvin points to
the economic and social chaos creeping and growing through western society,
bank failures, riots, unrest, loss of private capital, loss of middle-class jobs,
increase in drug and alcohol abuse, proliferation of guns and other weapons in
society, failure of our school systems, inability of police to provide security, and
political revolution in less-developed states. The author stresses the need to
provide "universal guaranteed income sufficient to modestly live on for all adults
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working 35 hours a week, and a stress on [providing decent] education and
health." And to fund these simple measures: "Just pay trillions to people instead
of banks and the military." Suvin's intelligent analysis and commentary will open
many eyes that have been prejudiced against socialist thought by the rise of rightwing politicians, and demonstrate quite clearly to the modern reader that there IS
another perspective worth considering.
This edited collection provides the first comprehensive history of Florence as the
mid-19th century capital of the fledgling Italian nation. Covering various aspects
of politics, economics, culture and society, this book examines the impact that the
short-lived experience of becoming the political and administrative centre of the
Kingdom of Italy had on the Tuscan city, both immediately and in the years that
followed. It reflects upon the urbanising changes that affected the appearance of
the city and the introduction of various economic and cultural innovations. The
volume also analyses the crisis caused by the eventual relocation of the capital to
Rome and the subsequent bankruptcy of the communality which hampered
Florence on the long road to modernity. Florence: Capital of the Kingdom of Italy,
1865-71 is a fascinating study for all students and scholars of modern Italian
history.
This is a full and authoritative account of the history of private banking, beginning
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with its development in conjunction with the world markets served by and centred
on a few European cities, notably Amsterdam and London. These banks were
usually partnerships, a form of organization which persisted as the role of private
banking changed in response to the political and economic transformations of the
late 18th and early 19th centuries. It was in this period, and the succeeding
Golden Age of private banking from 1815 to the 1870s, that many of the great
names this book treats rose to fame: Baring, Rothschild, Mallet and Hottinger
became synonymous with wealth and economic power, as German, French and
the remarkably long-lasting Geneva banks flourished and expanded. The last
parts of this study detail the way in which private banking adapted to the age of
the corporate economy from the 1870s to the 1930s, the decline during and after
the Great Depression and the post-war renaissance. It concludes with an
appraisal of the causes and consequences of the modern expansion of private
banking: no longer the exclusive preserve of partnerships, the management of
investment portfolios of wealthy individuals and institutions is now a major
concern of international joint-stock banks.
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